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Welcome
to the exciting world of Studio 100

OUR HISTORY
Hans Bourlon and Gert Verhulst founded Studio 100

of time. Our business developments coupled with

Studio 100 was founded in 1996 as a small TV

both on television and the big screen.

in 1996. At the time of its launch, the company

continued growth have made us a major operator

production company. Since then, we have continued

Alongside these brands, we have important live

consisted of just one television production and five

in the Benelux region and global player within the

to pursue the same goal: producing content that is

action properties which are thriving in local markets,

employees. Today, it has grown to become one of

industry.

engaging, entertaining and educational for today’s

such as Plop the Gnome, superhero Mega

the most important independent global family

children and their parents.

Mindy, Bumba and the girls band K3. This year

entertainment companies, with more than 1,000

will see the launch of an international fictional spin-off

employees (FTE) worldwide and offices in Belgium,

based on K3 in the form of an animated CGI series.

the Netherlands, France, Germany and Australia.

We believe in making great content accessible to

We are proud of our achievements in the family
entertainment sector in this relatively short period

a wide audience and in helping children to have fun

OUR VALUES
At Studio 100, our success is based on three key

and thrive during their childhood. This can be through

Studio 100’s success reinforces our understanding of

In 1999, we took our first step into the theme park

pillars: creativity, innovation and an ethically

our TV series, live shows, family visits to our theme

the demand for quality family entertainment featuring

business with the opening of Plopsaland Park

responsible business. However, beyond this our

parks, purchases of t-shirts or plush of favourite

characters that are easy to relate to and that resonate

on the Belgian coast. We now operate four venues in

business model is based on delivering great content.

characters, right through to playing online games

with today’s values. Our ongoing success is global:

Belgium, one in the Netherlands and one in Germany.

and reading our books.

we work with partners who share the same goals and

An average of 3 million visitors pass through our gates

Our content is king! We work with an enthusiastic

beliefs; making children’s dreams come true.

each year. In March 2015, the Plopsaland De Panne

and creative team who enjoy bringing to life the hopes

Nothing more, nothing less.

Resort was expanded to include the group’s first

and aspirations of today’s children. As soon as we

themed water park, Plopsaqua De Panne.

have established a loyal audience for a particular

In pursuit of these aims, we have built up a 360º
approach to family entertainment supported
by a mixture of global and local brands.

Welcome to our world!

Iconic world-famous brands such as Maya, Heidi
and Vic the Viking are brought back to life in the

Gert Verhulst & Hans Bourlon

form of new animated CGI characters appearing

series, we expand our offering to develop live shows,
In 2008, Studio 100 took control of EM Entertainment,

licensing and merchandising programmes or theme

becoming an international player as the owner of one

park attractions. The opportunities are endless.

of the largest independent catalogues of children’s
content, characters and classics. Through Studio 100

In addition, we give parents who allow their children

Media, based in Munich, we distribute television

to watch a Studio 100 programme the reassurance

series worldwide.

that they will be watching fun TV, with no aggression
or violence. Our social responsibility ethic is one of

As part of this acquisition we also took over the

the keys to our success with both our business

successful Australian animation studio Flying Bark

partners and our audiences. This is borne out in

and founded Studio 100 Animation in Paris.

everything we do, from production values through to

Since then, we have gone on to create numerous

merchandise and licensing, and to live entertainment.

productions and remakes of classics (Maya the
Bee, Vic the Viking, Heidi, Nils Holgersson
and more).
In 2010, we launched our own cookery channel
for the Benelux market. In 2013, we established an
in-house international film distribution operation with
the creation of Studio 100 Film.
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music

live action

Music plays an important role in all our content, creating strong emotional

The creation and production of live action series are at the heart of our business. House of Anubis

engagement in our young audience. Over the years, we have built up an impressive

has become a global ratings winner on Nickelodeon and our hit TV series such as Plop the Gnome,

track record of in-house productions of hit singles featuring all of our key brands.

Bumba and K3 are all established and long-standing viewer favourites in our Benelux home markets.

publishing

animation

Thanks to our own unique in-house publishing division, we have

Our global animation brands together with new formats are all produced at

the capability and expertise to transfer our most popular characters

our in-house studios based in Paris and Sydney, including flagship property

from screen to print in books, magazines and e-books. Once again

Maya the Bee, Vic the Viking and Heidi. We also have an extensive

bringing heroes to life in an imaginative and creative way.

catalogue of animated content to satisfy local appeal. All our content is sold
and distributed globally by our media sales business, based in Munich.

digital
We develop content for all the main interactive platforms and

feature films

devices, allowing children and their parents to engage with their

Over the years we have achieved Box Office successes with live action

favourite Studio 100 brands at any time, regardless of location.

features of our hugely popular Benelux brands produced for the big screen

As consumers continue to migrate to a tech-driven era we will

in local markets. Following the success of Maya’s First Flight (released

maintain our focus on delivering digital solutions tailored to their needs.

in 2014), Studio 100 Media is now working on major film productions for
international release. As well as Vic the Viking’s first animated feature film,

merchandising & licensing
Our rich portfolio of global content has enabled us to establish an
exceptionally strong licensing and merchandising business. We sell a
range of consumer products internationally, spanning multiple categories,

3 6 0°

scheduled for release in 2017, we will also be introducing a new character:
Princess Emmy, who will appear in 2016.

global distribution & broadcasting

representing both our global flagship brands as well as our strong local

All Studio 100 content is distributed worldwide to TV, Home Entertainment and Digital partners

properties.

by our experienced sales team based in Munich, Germany and locally by our Benelux team.
We own one of the largest independent kids’ libraries, two television channels in Belgium and
one in Germany. Our global footprint cannot be underestimated and we value our partnerships
with broadcasters around the world.

theme parks
Six spectacular theme parks located across Belgium, the Netherlands and
Germany offer great days out for all ages, with each venue incorporating
attractions and entertainment featuring our most endearing characters, brought

live entertainment

to life to create a unique experience. In March 2015, the Plopsaland De Panne

On stage, we bring to life content from our animation and live-action series and deliver unforgettable,

Resort was expanded to include the group’s first themed water park, Plopsaqua

magical experiences for families to enjoy together. We have produced shows featuring many of our

De Panne. The magical water world of Plopsaqua combines a unique experience

largest brands including K3, Mega Mindy and Vic the Viking, and will continue to explore

with state-of-the-art slides and other great water attractions for all ages.

opportunities to bring our content and characters to life in unforgettable ways.

6
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live action

house of anubis

The creation of live action TV content is the cornerstone
of Studio 100 Benelux. We have been producing
successful series which have achieved both local and
global acclaim since 1998, when we began producing
Samson and Gert for Benelux audiences.
More than two decades later our live action series
remain at the heart of broadcasting on children’s TV
channels in the Benelux region. Many of our heritage
live action brands continue to maintain this popularity
in our home markets while attracting an increasing
international following. Thanks to the growth of our
content portfolio over the past decade, our live action
content now serves a wide variety of audiences.
From pre-school children to teenagers, and our mission
remains the provision of great quality all-round family

All content is produced in-house. Great content

viewing.

relies on employing the best creative teams and that
these teams work seamlessly on the development of

Our in-house catalogue of live action series, some of

new series, from concept to filming right through to

which we have been producing for more than fifteen

post-production.

years, consists of both evergreen pre-school series
such as Bumba, Plop the Gnome, Pete the

In situations where our content is sold and broadcast

prinsessia
Pirate and Mega Mindy, as well as children’s

internationally, we work with local production partners

adventure series, such as Hotel 13 and the

to handle localisation and ensure its relevance to that

international ratings winner House of Anubis.

market. This is another key factor in our success.

The lead singers from K3 star in their own soap series,

For instance, the world-famous Nickelodeon series

while our more recent productions Prinsessia and

House of Anubis was localised for US and GAS

Ghost Rockers grew from being unknown products

audiences with the precise aim of ensuring its market

to generating widespread local hype in no time.

relevance. We are very proud that Studio 100 is the
number one producer of children’s programmes for
national broadcasting channels in the Benelux
prinsessia

region and will continue to invest in the creation
of new universally-appealing content to provide
the very best in family entertainment.

94,042
We have produced a total of 6,811
live action episodes, equating to
94,042 minutes of content..

ghost rockers

8
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animation

animation

tashi

Studio 100 owns two animation studios which specialize in creating and

episodes. It is aimed at boys and girls aged from

delivering children’s animation series. Based in Paris and Sydney, our studios

6 to 10 years of age.Tashi is already well known in

have established a strong reputation within the industry. They are renowned for

Australia thanks to the books by Barbara and Anna

their production capabilities and expertise in delivering animated TV and film

Fienberg. Over 1 million copies of the books have

content for global distribution. Our work revolves around 3 pillars:

been sold in more than 20 countries.

- Refreshing classics:

FLYING BARK

We refresh classic series such as our flagship brands Maya the Bee, Vic the

TASHI

Viking and Heidi. In new CGI versions, they conquer the world all over again.

Flying Bark is a state-of-the-art animation studio

Renewed CGI versions of Australian favourites Blinky Bill and Nils Holgersson

located in Sydney, Australia. It is equipped to

are also scheduled in 2016 and 2017.

The new CGI animated series Tashi has been

produce various forms of animation with world-class

developed by Studio 100’s Australian-based

stereoscopic facilities, editing suites, art and design,

animation studio Flying Bark Productions and was first

story, animation, look development and experienced

Tashi is based on the immensely popular books by Barbara and Anna Fienberg,

aired in Australia at the end of 2014. Tashi features a

production departments. Flying Bark is in the

familiar titles among primary school pupils in Australia.

distinctive art style, full of fantastic characters such as

business of turning ideas into stories and bringing

giants, ghosts, witches, demons, dragons and more.

those stories to life, creating magical memories

The series currently consists of 52 eleven-minute

that last a lifetime for children and their parents.

- New content based on publishing

- New animation formats inspired by live action
Studio 100’s live-action hit series about a touring
girl band called K3 inspired the creation of the animation series K3,

Maya The Bee

released in 2015.

Maya is a little bee unlike any other! Non-conformist and hungry for adventure, she left the hive
to live in the meadow and be free like... a bee. For Maya, the world is simply too big and too

MAYA THE BEE

fascinating to remain confined to the restricted life of the hive. Maya regards the natural beauty
of the world as an endless delight for the senses! Her courage, wit and insatiable curiosity lead

Originally produced as a 2D series in 1975, Maya was given a fresh lease of life in

her off the beaten track as she wonders at the joys and obstacles of life along the way.

a new CGI animated series in 2012. Produced in our Paris studios, the new series

Together with her best friends, Flip and Willy, she explores a wonderful world, full of magic

consists of 78 episodes and has been sold to more than 160 countries.

and unexpected encounters.

The 2D series Maya the Bee has been broadcast by more than 130

tashi

television channels in 120 countries. A hive of 300 licensees worldwide

When techno-genius Jack is bundled off to stay with his distant and daring cousin Tashi,

covers all major categories, including toys, games, publishing, clothing

nothing can prepare him for the wild adventures that Tashi has in store for him. With the aid of

and home entertainment.

creature-whisperer Lotus Blossom, no volcano is too high, no giant too tall and no dragon too
fierce! Tashi, Jack and Lotus Blossom are ready for anything!

HEIDI

heidi
Heidi, a young orphan with curly dark hair and an angelic face, is taken to the Swiss Alps to live

In 2015, Studio 100 completed a new CGI series of Heidi. It has been sold to more

with her grandfather, a silent and solitary old man. In her new life she displays strength of character

than 100 countries and coincides with the 40th anniversary of the classic 2D series,

and a natural zest for living as she finds her way in an often harsh environment. Whether in the

created in Japan. Heidi’s eyes and dark hair are a legacy of the Japanese series.

mountains with Peter, the goatherd, or in a Frankfurt mansion with Clara, a disabled girl

Johanna Spyri wrote the first Heidi books back in 1880. Since then, more than

confined to a wheelchair, Heidi learns the priceless value of friendship and support.

50 million copies have been sold, translated into 50 languages worldwide.
heidi
maya the bee
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feature films
Studio 100 has been producing feature-length live

Studio 100 will continue to create and produce

Outback, making friends along the way

action films since 1999 and has attracted millions of

universal content that is age-appropriate and relevant

in his quest to find his father.

visitors to cinemas across the Benelux region.

for family audiences and children. We are currently

Feature films are a key element of our 360° business

working on several ambitious film productions.

model, and an important vehicle in enhancing the

As well as Vic the Viking’s first animated feature

audience’s engagement with our brands.

film scheduled for 2017 - surely something to look

PRINCESS EMMY - THE MOVIE

forward to - we will also be introducing a new

A princess by birth, Emmy inherited the

We have produced more than 30 live action feature

character: Princess Emmy, who will appear in

gift of talking to horses from her brave

films to date, including House of Anubis, Mega

2016. At a later date, Maya will feature in a second

and courageous great-great-great-

Mindy and K3. Our feature films taken to the big

movie and Heidi will take to the big screen in a new

grandmother. But nothing in life

screen in Benelux regularly rank among the top ten

CGI version.

is free and Emmy sets out on

children’s films at the box office and enjoy strong

a quest to earn her legacy and

critical acclaim from the media and audiences.

Founded in 2013, Studio 100 Film is the international

Since the release of our first film in 1999, more than

film division and a 100% subsidiary of the Studio 100

8 million cinema visitors have watched one or more

Media based in Germany. This division handles

of our live action films in the Benelux region alone.

worldwide sales and distribution for all our

unique gift by her own merits.

VIC THE VIKING - THE MOVIE

international movie properties.
In 2014, we released our first CGI animated and

Vic dreams of going on an adventure with the

stereoscopic big screen movie: “Maya’s First

Viking crew. But Halvar, his father, thinks he is too

BLINKY BILL - THE MOVIE

Flight”. The film is the first ever animated feature

small to be part of such a dangerous journey.

film to be produced as an official co-production

When Vic’s mother, Ylva, is accidentally turned into

between Studio 100 Media in Germany and our

Blinky Bill is a little koala with a big imagination.

a golden statue by the magical sword of Loki, Halvar

own Sydney-based animation studio, Buzz Studios,

An adventurer at heart, he dreams of leaving the little

and his crew have no choice but to sail to the forges

in association with Flying Bark Productions.

town of Green Patch and following in his explorer

of Loki, beyond the end of the world, in order to

Attracting more than 4 million cinema visitors worldwide

father’s footsteps. Mr Bill went missing in the Outback

destroy the sword and bring Ylva back to life.

(as at February 2015, still in cinema’s worldwide), we

some time ago and Blinky is the only one who

Reluctantly, Halvar takes Vic along on the drakkar.

believes his father is still alive. Blinky embarks on

During a trip filled with surprises and dangers, Vic

a journey that takes him beyond the boundaries of

is determined to prove to his father that he does

Green Patch and into the wild and dangerous

have the stuff of a true Viking.

are proud to call it a success. Blinky Bill is the next
to follow into Maya’s movie footsteps, with a worldwide

blinky bill

release in 2015.

maya the bee

More than

4,000,000

cinema visitors worldwide have watched
“Maya’s First Flight”,
released in more than 120 territories.

vic the viking

12
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global distribution & broadcasting
tashi

BROADCASTING

Studio 100 has created, produced and distributed
more than 12,000 commercial half hours of live action
and animated TV shows for both international and

We own two digital TV channels in Benelux: Studio

local markets. Our home-grown hit shows are sold to

100 TV and njam! Studio 100 TV broadcasts

all major television broadcasters in Benelux

television programmes, music videos, theatre shows

by our in-house Benelux team. From its base

and recorded concerts around the clock.

in Munich, Studio 100 Media sells and distributes

The channel is very popular with children as it allows

our content globally. We do business with an average

them to watch their favourite Studio 100 content all

of over 400 partners and operate on a regular basis in

day long and sing or dance along

pipi longstocking

110 countries, selling TV, Video On-Demand and Home
Njam! is the first digital cookery channel in Flanders,

Video Licences.

launched in December 2010 by Studio 100 in
For example, Maya the Bee (CGI) has been sold to

collaboration with some of the best Flemish chefs.

broadcasters, home video distributors and digital

It has become the number 1 digital-only channel in

platforms covering more than 160 partners, including

Flanders, with 2 million unique viewers per month.

major players such as Netflix in the USA, Disney in

Njam! follows its own 360° approach, airing a mixture

Japan, Latin America and Discovery Networks India,

of in-house content and purchased programmes.

etc. We also take part in co-production and
co-financing activities, and the recent launch of our

Our own ‘Junior TV’ Pay TV Channel has given

new international film division under the Studio 100

Studio 100 a presence on SKY in Germany - with

Film banner has expanded our presence into

whom the contract has just been extended - and on

worldwide cinematic film sales.

all UPC platforms in Switzerland.

We have one of the largest independent kids’
libraries in the world, including titles such as Pipi
Longstocking, Pinocchio and Sindbad.
This library is being digitalised. As well as maintaining
a close relationship with traditional broadcasters,
we focus on increasingly making our content available
on a wide range of digital platforms and devices.
Each day, an average of 10 years of Studio 100

Home entertainment

content is viewed on YouTube alone.

The home entertainment business has been an
important merchandising category within our
business model. In the German-speaking
region of Europe, we are one of the Top 3
independent children’s DVD labels,
recording sales of more than 2.5 million

12,000

units over the last 5 years. In Benelux, we have

half hours currently available.

sold 5 million units over the last 5 years,

10,000 half hour programme sold

consistently ranking us among the top 20

per year on average.

in Amazon’s kids’ chart.

maya the bee

14
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live entertainment
Live entertainment is another key element of our 360°
business model, giving children and their families the
chance to connect with their favourite TV characters
live on stage. Live entertainment is hugely popular in
the Benelux region and always attracts large
audiences. Over the years, K3 has attracted
audiences of more than 1.2 million.
Other popular live theatre shows from our content
portfolio include Pete the Pirate, Plop the
Gnome and Mega Mindy. Studio 100 has a
longstanding tradition of bringing audiences concerts,
family musicals and theatre shows. All our live shows
are created and produced in-house before they go on
tour. We produce a permanent series of successful live
theatre shows for our theme parks located in Belgium,

330,000

the Netherlands and Germany. We also use our
experience to create and produce large-scale musical

people watched the 14-18 musical

shows.

with an occupancy rate of 94%.

In 2014, our entertainment division produced
Studio 100’s largest live stage show to date,
entitled ‘14-18’. Created to mark the centenary of

1,200,000

the First World War, this musical proved to be a unique
and spectacular show. It featured spectacular effects

More than 1.200,000 people have watched

k3

our K3 shows.

such as a mobile tribune travelling back and forth over
a length of 150 metres and real horses galloping live
through the scenery amidst raising flames.
Not forgetting a magnificent cast including some of
Benelux’s finest and best-known actors. All of which
explains why a total of 330,000 people came to see
’14-’18, leaving afterwards with nothing but the best
of experiences. With a total of 805 shows and an
occupancy rate of 94 percent this production proves
to be unbeaten in the history of Flemish musical.
Besides their renewed presence on TV and the big
screen our key brands are brought to life in musical
stage shows. “Vic the Musical” premiered in the
Benelux region in 2015 and a roll-out to other territories
is set to follow. Maya and her friends were given their
own theatre show in Russia with 48 shows.

vic the viking
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theme parks
Our theme parks are one of the most spectacular
demonstrations of our success. Each year,
the parks welcome more than 3 million visitors,
providing a great day out for the whole family with
numerous attractions aimed at all age groups.
They underpin the success of Studio 100’s business
and are regarded as testament to our understanding of
the process of engaging with children and their parents,

mayaland

featuring some of our most endearing and popular
characters.

In 2011, we launched our first attraction dedicated

In March 2015, the Plopsaland De Panne Resort

to Vic the Viking at Plopsa Coo: a spinning coaster

was expanded to include the group’s first water park,

Plopsa, the theme park division of Studio 100,

called ‘Vicky the Ride’. That same year, Plopsaland

Plopsaqua De Panne, themed entirely around Vic

operates six theme parks:

De Panne unveiled ‘Mayaland’, an indoor world

the Viking. The magical water world of Plopsaqua

dedicated to Maya the Bee, our flagship animation

combines a unique experience with state-of–the-art

property. This area includes a wide range of

slides and other great water attractions for all ages.

including the first themed waterpark Plopsaqua and

attractions for young children and extends over an

Plopsaqua De Panne is part of the master plan

celebrating its 15th anniversary in 2015, Plopsa

area of 5,000 square metres. The following year, in

to make Plopsaland De Panne an all-weather and

Indoor Hasselt and Plopsa Coo)

2012, a dedicated area was also created for Maya

therefore an all-season destination.

- four in Belgium (Plopsaland De Panne Resort,

in our German Holiday Park.
- one in the Netherlands (Plopsa Indoor Coevorden)

Plopsa theme parks are developed according to
In the summer of 2013, we opened a luxury 1,400

the highest standards of safety, entertainment and

seat theatre in Plopsaland De Panne, presenting daily

carefree fun. We intend to continue investing in our

live shows of our own Studio 100 series as well as

current parks and exploring new opportunities to

Studio 100 theme parks, combine magical architecture

external productions. A completely new ‘Wickieland’

launch parks in other key markets.

and a fairy tale atmosphere with spectacular

zone was created at the same time in Plopsaland,

attractions.

based on our new CGI animated series Vic the Viking.

- one in Germany (Holiday Park)

COEVORDEN

The Netherlands
DE PANNE

Germany

Belgium

3,000,000

HASSELT

3 million visitors each year

plopsaqua

PFALZ

18
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merchandising & licensing
The creation of high-quality merchandising products

We are also focusing on our other two animated CGI

and work with A-list licensees have always been

series, Vic the Viking and Heidi, as well as on

integral parts of our consumer product business model.

Bumba and K3 (our top brands in the Benelux

Over the years, we have strived to enable children and

region together with Maya) and new properties

their families to continue to enjoy our brands in their

such as Prinsessia, Tashi, K3 animation and

own environment. After watching their favourite

Blinky.

programme on TV or digitally, attending one of our
shows or visiting our theme parks, they can cherish

In local markets, where our brands enjoy high levels of

lasting memories of the characters through our

consumer awareness and have been established for

products and services. From toys and games to

a number of years, we have long been successful at

apparel and home furnishings, from homeware to

executing joint promotions and partnerships with both

biscuits, we sell affordable products aimed at

publishing houses and retailers, supported by our

consumers of all ages who embrace our brands.

own in-house publishing and music operation.

We have an in-house product development team

In addition to sourcing and manufacturing our

as well as a sourcing team who work closely with

own-label products through our Hong Kong-based

10,000

our sales merchandising and licensing teams.

company, we maintain a high level of quality control

Over 10,000 different licensing products -

We operate offices in Belgium, the Netherlands,

across all our merchandise and licensed lines thanks

spanning all consumer goods categories

Germany, France and Australia. In the rest

to a global partnership with Intertek. (Intertek provides

in Benelux.

of the world, our international team works

consumer product testing, inspection and certification

directly with retailers, distributors and

for safety, quality and regulatory compliance)

licensees and we also have a network
of agents to represent us locally.

As our brands continue to grow in popularity

We are developing our business in Russia,

around the world, we will support them with an

Turkey, Central Eastern Europe, Asia and Latin

ever-increasing portfolio of products designed to

America, where local expertise is paramount.

capture children’s imaginations and create as

The breadth and variety of our international

many touch-points as possible beyond the

licensees derives from our rich TV content and

TV content.

underpins our global business growth plans.
We currently have more than 300 licensees for our

20,000,000

flagship property Maya the Bee and have produced

Maya FMCG products fly off

more than 3,600 different products since the launch

the shelves in their millions, with Maya

of the new CGI series.

yoghurts the absolute leaders of
‘the pack’ (20 million).

More than

24,000

345,000

In 2014, more than 345,000

Every year, 24,000 toddlers take their

Studio 100 bath and shower products

very first steps in Bumba shoes.

found their way into Benelux households.

20

26,000,000
flowpacks with cookies
were sold in 2014 alone.

220,000 - 440,000

A mountain of 220,000 Maya soft toys
and 440,000 Bumba soft toys
are children’s best friends.

21

770,000
dress-up outfits based on our most popular
brands sold over the years.
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digital
GAMING ON MOBILE DEVICES
Children have access to many forms of digital media and are spending more time than

to give their children special quests with educational
content appropriate to their age. Kids learn while

ever before on a variety of devices. The arrival of tablets has accelerated this shift and

Today’s children are used to being able to access their

playing and receive exciting rewards during the game

Studio 100 is working continuously to offer a wide range of digital products and to invest

favourite content on-the-go. Studio 100 has always been

to encourage them to learn new vocabulary or, for

in ensuring a strong presence in the digital landscape. Our objective is to ensure the

at the forefront in creating a wide range of apps suitable

example, expand their knowledge of European history

availability of our rich portfolio of content across multiple digital channels that are

for all major mobile platforms and tailored to each

and geography. Vic Online was launched successfully in

accessible, wherever possible but also appropriate, to children and their parents.

market. These apps offer a wide range of activities:

Germany in February 2015 and plans are in place to

games, colouring, puzzles, e-books, videos and

expand to other countries.

dressing up. All designed specifically for young children

ONLINE BROADCASTING OF OUR BRANDS

and featuring content from their favourite brands.
The Maya the Bee ‘Flower party’ app enjoyed huge

WANAGOGO - A VIRTUAL
PLATFORM FOR CHILDREN

Studio 100 has developed 17 multilingual online platforms

success in Europe, with over 400,000 installations in

based on key and highly popular brands such as Maya the

one year and the highest app store rankings around the

Just before Christmas 2014, Studio 100 launched

Bee, Vic the Viking, K3 and Bumba. They allow children

world.

Wanagogo, a unique virtual digital platform designed

to explore their favourite shows in more detail, through

to allow children to enjoy content in an interactive,

games, online colouring and video-streamed content on

educational and safe digital area. Strong Studio 100

one of our branded YouTube channels. Our brand websites

brands are, of course, the foundation of Wanagogo, but

have been designed and developed for use on mobile

we have gone a step further. Studio 100 joined forces

devices as well as on PCs.

with the academic world to incorporate new insights in
Wanagogo, inspired by the research of the universities
we teamed up with. This thorough cross-fertilisation

DIRECT INTERACTION THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

allowed us to take the approach to a new level.
Wanagogo is hugely inspired by Connectivism, a

Today’s rapidly expanding social media environment gives us an opportunity to

new educational theory that looks beyond the simple

interact directly with our audiences and to engage with parents on both Facebook and

reproduction of facts and data and considers the best

Twitter. The Studio 100 social community has grown rapidly as a result of our constant

ways of handling the vast flow of information

dialogue, engagement and campaigns interacting with active members.

VIC ONLINE - STUDIO 100 FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT

There is a strategic partnership with YouTube, the world’s biggest AVOD platform, which

confronting children in the digital era. Ergo: the key is
the ability to critically analyse and weigh information.
The great strength of Wanagogo is that it allows kids

identified our content as a highly relevant kids’ library for YouTube. This gives us the tools

At the start of 2015, Studio 100 launched a new and

to learn while playing in a secure online environment.

to reach children on their favourite online video platform.

innovative approach to family entertainment in the digital

They improve their knowledge while having fun.

age. With the launch of the “Vic Online” browser

Especially through Wanagogo’s subtle approach to

We have launched our own channels on YouTube and we create YouTube original spin-off

game, Studio 100 introduced a fun activity for parents,

introducing kids to educational games. Another

content. For our live-action series Ghost Rockers, a video diary published on digital

in the form of a unique game designed to be played

interesting aspect is the fact that our virtual platform

platforms, YouTube, the website and Facebook gave fans additional insights.

and enjoyed by both children and parents. The game

has its own economy, introducing kids to money

includes different levels of difficulty designed for young

management.Wanagogo was launched successfully

and older players. However, playing together is a

at the end of 2014 in Benelux and plans are in place

particularly fun experience. Parents can join their

to expand to other countries.

children’s quest to live in and build up a village called
Flake, embarking on countless adventures and
exploring mysterious dungeons. Parents and kids can
support each other and have fun making progress
together. Children are, of course, completely safe in the
Studio 100 environment. Parents can also choose
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More than 500,000 social followers.
More than 1,000,000 website visits each month.
More than 1,000,000 app downloads to date.

publishing

music

Our publishing business remains a core element of

Music is integral to every series produced and

The album from the television series Ghost

the Studio 100 offering and focuses on delivering

almost every Studio 100 character has at least one

Rockers achieved a gold record in the first week

outstanding products across all the key brands for

music album with original scores created in-house.

after its launch. Songs and music from Studio 100

consumers of all ages.

In the Benelux region specifically, Studio 100 brings

make the consumer experience complete even more

children together with their TV heroes through music.

so since we engaged in partnerships with important

Studio 100 has its own publishing house where

The songs are used across multiple consumer

platforms such as I-tunes, GooglePlay, Spotify, Deezer

we create, design and produce content in a variety

touch-points including live entertainment shows

and YouTube.

of formats, from traditional hardback books to

and feature films. The immensely popular “Maya

magazines and e-books. We are one of the leading

dance”, which exists in several languages, has

publishers in the Benelux region, releasing an average

recorded more than 5 million online views worldwide.

of 68 books each year and with annual sales of over
1,000,000 books.

Music plays a dominant role in the daily live shows
performed at the five Studio 100 theme parks.

Transferring our heroes to paper brings them to life

Music connected with the brand’s key characters

yet again in new adventures, and gives our characters

is made available in a number of ways, including on

a prominent position on a child’s bookshelf for a very

CDs and online through the individual brand websites.

long time. In Benelux, the most popular characters

Having delighted children for nearly two decades,

also feature in the highest circulation newspapers and

the musical scores and albums remain at the heart

weekly magazines, allowing children to enjoy daily fun

of the Studio 100 brand extensions, but are also a

games with their favourite heroes.

key revenue driver for the Benelux home markets.

In recent years, many of our traditional books have
been digitalised and made available as e-books,
as well as interactive and into reading apps.
Internationally, we operate an extensive licensing
programme, in particular for our global brands, where
we either co-edit, co-publish or sell our artwork.
For Maya the Bee, we have multiple publishing
agreements in place across Europe.

1,500,000
Plop the gnome books sold since its launch.

1,200,000
Bumba books sold since its launch.

> 5,000,000
Maya dance: more than 5 million
views worldwide.
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Revenue split 2015 Studio 100 group activities
2% 2%
3%
5%

tv productions

10%

theatrical productions
broadcasting
stage shows

46%

home entertainment

13%

publishing
licensing & merchandising
theme parks
other

19%

FAC T S & FIG UR ES
Sales growth in millions EUR (1996-2015)

176,6

170,2
153,1

160,1

151,4

132,4 135,6
107,1

5,6
1996

11,3
1997

17,9 19,6

1998

1999

33,5

2000

41,8

2002

50,3 52

2003

2004

64,3

2005

75,1 79,1

2006

2007
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